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A new technique is describedfor identifying time-dependentpatterns (i.e., "principal oscillation patterns," or POPs) in a set of geophysical time series. POPs are defined as the normal modes of a linear
dynamical representation of the data in terms of a first-order autoregressivevector processwith residual
noise forcing. POPs associatedwith real eigenvaluesrepresent nonpropagating, nonoscillatory patterns
which decay exponentially. POPs associatedwith complex eigenvaluesoccur in complex conjugatepairs
and can represent standing wave structures(if one pattern is much stronger than the other), propagating
waves (if both patterns are periodic and have the same structure except for a quarter-wavelength shift) or,
in general, an arbitrary amphidromal oscillation. After the POPs have been defined for a selectedset of
primary variables, associatedcorrelation or compositepatterns may be derived for additional secondary
fields to gain further insight into the structure of the interaction mechanisms.The method is illustrated
by analyzing the tropical variability structure of a 10-year numerical simulation with the T21 general
circulation model (GCM) of the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts, Reading,
England. The POP analysis is applied to the 200-hPa horizontal divergencefield along the equator for
time scalesshorter than 10 weeks. The associatedpatterns are determined for a number of additional
fields in the tropical belt between 30øS and 30øN. One dominant POP pair is found. Its spatial scale
correspondsto zonal wave number 1. The patterns travel eastward, with an average period of 24 days
and an e-folding decay time of 10 days. The maximum variance occurs in the area with maximum
tropical precipitation, between 100øE and the dateline. These features correspond rather closely to the
characteristicsof the observedtropical "30- to 60-day wave," except for the smaller period. A frequencywave number analysisconfirms that this 30- to 60-day wave is the most dominant regular oscillation in
the tropical GCM troposphere. The associated patterns of sea level pressure, precipitation, and other
quantities exhibit a number of intriguing aspects,namely, (1) the phase velocity of the 30- to 60-day wave

varies with longitude from 6 m s-• in the Indonesianarea to more than 30 m s-• over the eastern
Pacific, small phase speedsbeing associatedwith large amplitudes and high phase speedswith small
amplitudes; (2) in the high-amplitude regions,rainfall and upper air velocity potential are in phase, while
in the low-amplitude regions, rainfall and velocity potential appear uncorrelated; (3) at the surface a
pattern strongly resemblingGill's theoreticalresponseto an equatorial heating sourceis found, with a
trough to the east and two off-equatorial cyclones to the west of the heating. The lack of meridional
winds is probably related to the disregard of the seasonalasymmetries.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Paper number 8D0305.

The method describedhere representsthe linearized form of
the more general "principal interaction pattern" (PIP) technique for constructing simplified dynamical models to approximate complex nonlinear systemswith many degreesof
freedom [cf. Hasselmann, this issue]. In the present application, however, we emphasize the diagnostic rather than the
dynamical aspectsof the method. Thus we introduce a further
simplification of the general technique in addition to the linearization. Rather than simultaneously seeking both the optimal linear model (i.e., the Markov system matrix) and the
optimal vector subspacein which the model is to be constructed, in accordance with the general PIPs and POPs philosophy, we regard the vector subspaceas given. We carry out a
standard reduction of the number of variables by using a relatively small set of empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs)
which capturesmost of the variance.The POP analysisis then
carried out in this prescribedvector subspace.
The presentanalysismay be formally related to the canonical correlation analysis of Barnett and Preisendorfer [1987]
and can be compared with a complete complex spectral EOF
analysis[cf. Hasselmann,this issue]. It also has some analogy
with the complexEOF (Hilbert transform)analysisapplied by
Barnett [1983]. Both the Hilbert transform and the present
techniqueyield information not only on the variance,but also
on the time dependenceof the fields.But, in both cases,only
partial information on the time dependenceis provided, in the
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form of integral moments of the covariance cross spectra.

1.1. Principal Oscillation Pattern Analysis

In this paper we describe and apply a new technique for
analyzing spatial and temporal variability in a multicomponent data set. The "principal oscillation pattern" (POP) analysis
identifiescoherent migrating, standing, or otherwisechanging
patterns of the system without prior knowledge of the system
dynamics. The basic approach is to represent the vector time
seriesas the output of a multivariate first-order autoregressive
processforced by residual noise (not necessarilywhite noise).
The processmatrix is estimated from the data. The POPs are
defined as the real or complex eigenvectors of the process
matrix, with associatedreal or complex eigenvalues.Complex
POPs occur in complex conjugate pairs and representdamped
amphidromal oscillations(including propagating and standing
waves as special cases),while real POPs occur as singletsand
describe nonpropagating, nonoscillating, damped patterns. In
the continuous case the POP analysis corresponds to the
normal-mode analysis of a linear system of differential equations.
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established alternative, conceptually different statistical technique.
2. The 30- to 60-day wave represents an important physical phenomenon in its own right. It interacts with the monsoons and the trade wind system,induces low-frequency variafactors.
bility in the extratropics (on time scales of weeks) through
After the dominant POPs have been identified for selected
teleconnections, and may be one of the quasi-random profield variables, "associated patterns" of the POPs may be cesses of the equatorial troposphere triggering the develderived for additional field variables, using either correlation opment of E1 Nifio/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events. Thus
or compositetechniques,to gain additional insight into the the ability of a GCM to simulate this wave is an important
general structure of the interaction processes.This two-step model test which should be carried out for any model used for
approach is essentially equivalent to (but computationally studies of the tropical circulation, the ENSO phenomenon, or
somewhatsimpler than) carrying out a one-stepPOP analysis extratropical variability.
for all field variables simultaneously, with a large weighting

Whereas the Hilbert transform uses straightforward unweighted spectral integrals, however, the POP technique extracts
additional information about the peaks and peak widths of
the cross spectra and thus yields not only the pattern structures, but also their characteristic frequencies and damping

2.
PRINCIPAL OSCILLATION
PATTERNS
being assignedto the selectedprincipal fields and a weak
weightingbeing assignedto the associatedfields.
POPs represent the linear, time-independent case of prinThe general POP and associatepattern analysistechniques cipal interaction patterns, which may be introduced generally
are described in more detail in section 2.
to approximate nonlinear, time-dependent systemswith many
degrees of freedom [Hasselmann, this issue]. In the general
approach a complex, multicomponent system is approximated
by a hierarchy of simpler models containing only a small
1.2. Application to the Equatorial 30number of degreesof freedom and a corresponding number of
to 60-Day Wave
interaction patterns. The number of degreesof freedom is sucThe POP method is illustrated by an analysisof the intra- cessivelyincreased in the hierarchy sequence.At each level of
seasonalfluctuations of the equatorial troposphere for a 10- the hierarchy the dynamical model and the associated prinyear climate simulation carried out with the European Centre cipal interaction patterns defining the system subspace in
for Medium Range Weather Forecasts(ECMWF) T21 general which the model operates are optimized simultaneously.
circulation model (GCM).
In the present context, however, we shall not be concerned
Observationsindicate that the intraseasonalvariability of with a model hierarchy, but with a single model only. This is
the zonal wind, sea level pressure,and outgoing longwave presumed to be defined for a reasonably complete previously
radiation in the tropics is dominated by global-scaleseason- prescribed system subspace.For conveniencewe chose as our
ally modulated oscillations in the 30- to 60-day band [Madden
base vector space the standard truncated EOF space. In this
and Julian, 1971, 1972; Madden, 1986; Lau and Chan, 1985; case we may define POPs simply as the eigenmodes of the
Knutson and Weickmann, 1987]. Since the oscillations orig- linear system obtained by fitting a first-order multivariate
inate predominantly in the Indonesian heating region, usually Markov processto the data in the truncated EOF space.
propagate eastward with a zonal wave number 1 structure,

and have their largest amplitudes near the equator, they are
believed to represent Kelvin waves induced by strong outbreaks of convective activity [Chang, 1977]. The Kelvin
modes appear to be characterized by significantly longer life
times than the westward traveling Rossby modes, which are
presumably also generated together with the Kelvin mode but
have not in fact been observed.Lau and Peng [1986] suggest
that the conditional instability of the second kind (CISK)
mechanism, in which low-level convergenceprovides enough
humidity to sustain moist convection, could enable the Kelvin
waves to propagate completely around the globe. Similar
waves, although with shorter time scales (25-40 days), have
also been found in GCM simulations [Lau and Lau, 1986;
Lau, 1986; Geisler and Pitcher, 1986; Hayashi and Golder,
1986; $winbank, 1986; Chiba, 1986]. Their occurrence in
GCM simulations provides an opportunity to study the
properties of the waves and their role in intra-annual variability under relatively controlled conditions [Lau and Chan,

Normal

Modes

Let x(t) represent the n-dimensional stochastic vector processafter reduction of the dimension of the original processby
projection on to the truncated EOF space. The evolution of
the process x can always be represented as a linear process
dx/dt - Ax + r with a constant matrix A driven by (suitably
defined, in general, nonwhite, non-Gaussian) noise r(t). We
assumethat the forcing has zero mean, (r) = O. Discretizing
the time derivative, the processmay be written as
x(t + 1)= Bx(t) + r(t)

(1)

with a constant matrix B depending on the details of the time
discretization scheme (examples are given by yon $torch
[1980]).
In most casesthe homogenous system (1), with r- O, will
have a complete set of linearly independent eigenmodes, with

eigenvectors
pk, k-- 1, ---, n and associatedeigenvalues2k,
k - 1, -.-, n (degeneratecaseswill not be considered):

1985].

We decided to analyze this phenomenon in the ECMWF
T21 simulation

2.1.

for two reasons:

1. It provides an interesting test of the POP analysis
method. Since the oscillation is a fairly well-defined, zonally
distributed feature, it can also be investigated using standard
frequency-wave number analysis methods [Hayashi, 1982].
Thus the results of the POP analysis may be validated by an

Bp•'= 2•'pt'

(2)

Normally, B is not symmetric, so that some, or possibly all,
eigenvalues are complex. Since x and B are real, complex
eigenvectors and eigenvalues occur in complex conjugate
pairs.
The vector x(t) can be representedin terms of the eigenvec-
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In the following discussion we shall choose the complex
coordinate axes in accordance with the normalization (7)-(9).
x(t)= • an(t)p
n
(3) This choice has the advantage that it reflectsproperties of the
k=l
homogenoussystemitself, independentof the forcing. It must
wherethe normal-modecoordinatesan(t)satisfythe standard be kept in mind, however, that the spatially integrated maxidiagonalized damped harmonic oscillator equations. In dis- mum and minimum mean square pattern magnitudes(p•, p•)
tors,

n

and (P2,P2), respectively,correspondto the actual integrated

crete notation,

an(t+ 1)= 2nan(t)
+ rn

(4)

If a specificpattern, p• = Re [exp (icz)p],is generatedby an

wherernrepresents
the forcing.

initial • (t) pulse in some arbitrary direction czin the complex

The solutions of the homogenousequations are given by

an(t)= constexp(--t/•:n)exp(i2r•t/T0

variance contribution of the patterns only if the excitation is
uniform in phase.

phaseplane, the pattern is transformedinto the pattern p2• --

(5) Im [exp (icz)p]after a quarter period •r/2co.This is replaced by

zn= -- 1/ln 12•1

the pattern -p• after another quarter period, and so on, the
amplitudes of both pattern components continually decaying
exponentially as exp (- t/r) (cfi Figure 1).

T• = 2rr/tan-•(ron/#
n)

pnwill representspatiallydiscretizedfields,dependingon the

with

In most applications the state vector x and the eigenvectors

spatial coordinate vector •. The transformation between the
patterns p• and P2 during the oscillation can then assume
icon
various geometrical waveforms. If p•(•) - P2(• + •o) --p•(• + 2•o), the wave appearsas a parallel crestedwave of
wavelength L- 41•ol, propagating in the •o direction (cf.
2.2. Representationof the Normal Modes
Figure 2a). For p• >>P2, the oscillation appearsas a standing
The complexeigenvectors
pnand normal-modecoordinates wave (cf. Figure 2b). Complex waves of the form considered
an are definedonly to within arbitrary complexnormalization here occur in the classicalharmonic analysis of tides and in
factorsmn exp (iOn).In the followingdiscussion
we consider the theory of free ocean basin oscillations and are denoted

and

onecomplexeigenvector
vnand omit theindexk.
The modulus m of the normalization factors can be specified
by requiring, for example, that
(v*, v)= 1

(6)

where ( , ) denotes some suitably defined scalar product in
the space of state vectors and v* denotes the complex conjugate. (Note that we cannot generalize (6) to require orthogonality for different POPs, sincethe POPs are in general nonorthogonal for a nonsymmetrical system matrix B).
This still leaves the phase O of the normalization factor free.
A natural choice of phase angle in the complex plane is to
require that the real and imaginary components of the com-

plex pattern p, p• and P2,respectively,are orthogonal,
(Pl, P2) = 0

(7)

or equivalently, that the magnitudes of the real and imaginary
patterns are maximal and minimal, respectively,under the side
condition (6),

(Pa,Pa)- [IP•II2 - max

(8)

½2,p2)- lip2112
- min

(9)

generally as amphidromal (rotational) waves (e.g., Figure 2c).
The modes are often representedin these fields by plots of the

localwaveamplitudeA(0 - [p•(0 2 + P2(•2) ] •/2 and relative
phase•(•)= tan-• [P2(O/P•(O)](cf. Figure2, lowerpanels).
The local wave propagation (phase) velocity can then be immediately inferred from the spacing and normal direction of
the phase isolines.We shall retain the pattern component representation in the following discussion, since this has some
advantagesin visualizingthe instantaneousanomaly fields.
2.3. Estimation of the SystemMatrix
In the discussion of the normal modes of (1), we have assumed the matrix B to be known. If B cannot be determined

from independenttheoreticaldynamicalconsiderations,
it can
be estimatedby fitting the process(1) to the data. Assuming
that the forcingr(t) is uncorrelatedwith x(t) (or equivalently,
by minimizing the forcing) one obtains in the standard
manner

B = C• ßCO- •
where C• denotesthe lag-1 covariancematrix of x(t),

Clij -- (xi(t q- 1)xi(t))

Alternatively, the patterns and associatednormal coordinates and COdenotesthe lag-0 covariancematrix,
can be rotated in the complex plane, such that the real and
Coo= (xi(t)xj(t))
imaginary componentsof the forcing are statisticallyorthogonal'

(13)

(14a)

(14b)

In order to estimateC1 and COin (14) from a finite data set,
(r•r2) = 0

(10)

(r•r•) = max

(11)

(r2r2) = min

(12)

In general, the rotation angles correspondingto the two normalization choices(7)-(9) or (10)-(12) will differ.

it is normally useful to reduce the contribution from noisy
components in the data by projecting on to a smaller number
of large-scale patterns. EOFs are particularly useful in this
regard [cf. Preisendorferet al., 1981; Preisendorferand Barnett,
1977]. If some time scale is of particular interest, the time
seriesx(t) may also be filtered in time prior to the estimation
of B. As already noted, we do not address in this paper the
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the POP analysis,it is generallyusefulto searchfor related

signalsin furthervariablesnot considered
in the originalPOP
analysis.This may be carriedout usingeither correlationor
compositeanalysismethods.The correlationmethodis closer
to the basic POP philosophy,since it is based mainly on
linear techniquesusing second-momentstations,while the
compositetechniquehasadvantages
in revealingintermittent,
nonlinear,and other non-Gaussianfeatures.In the Gaussian
casethe two techniquesare essentiallyequivalent.
Associatedcorrelation patterns. The complex associated

patternsq•'for a vectortime seriesy(t) of dimensionm, defined
Fig. 1. Temporaldevelopment
of coefficients
a• • and a2a of the
complexPOP p"= p:'+ iP2•= p exp (is) excitedby an initial 8(0
pulseactingin an arbitrarydirection• in thecomplexplane.

for the same time interval as the vector series x(t) used to
construct the POPs, are determined in the correlation method

as the patternswhichyieldthe bestpredictionof y(t), usingthe
POP coefficientsak(t)as predictors:

y(t)= • ak(t)q
• + s(t)
more general case of the constructionof an optimal set of
POPs in a space of given dimensionn, spanned by an unknown set of base vectors, but we assume that the projection

(15)

k

wherethe error s(t)is to be minimized.The patternsq&occur
in complexconjugatepairs or as real singlets,in the sameway

of the completedata set on to a smaller set of EOFs removes as the POPs and the POP coefficients with which they are
unwantednoise,while preservingessentiallyall of the signal associated.
we wish to model.

Note in this context that the fitting to the data of a first-

order vectorsystemimpliesno lossof generalityin the formulation of the linear model. A higher-order linear system can
alwaysbe rewrittenas a first-ordersystemby introducingadditional variables, defined as the derivatives of the original
variables(with a correspondingincreasein the dimensionof
the state vector).
2.4.

Associated

Minimizing the expectation value ((s*, s)) of the integrated
squareerror (the definitionof the scalarproduct(s, s) is imma-

terial)with respectto variations8q•* or 8q&,oneobtainsin the
standard

manner

qk= • A•,- •(a'*y)

(16)

1

where

Patterns

After having identified regular oscillatory, standing, or
rotary patternsin a multicomponenttime seriesby meansof

a}

A•t = ( a•* at)

The covariancematrix A•t is in generalnondiagonal,sincethe

b}
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Fig. 2. Differentrepresentation
of POPsp: + iP2corresponding
to (a) a linearlypropagating
wave,(b) a standing
wave,and(c)a purelyrotaryamphidromic
wave.Uppertworowsshowtherepresentation
in termsof realandimaginary

partsp: andP2.Bottomrowshows
representation
byphases
(dashed
curve)andamplitudes
(solidcurve).
ThePOPsin
Figures2a and 2c havethe amplitudes
shownonlyif theyare generated
by a uniformphaseforcingfunction.The
amplitude
distribution
in Figure2chasminimaat theoriginandoutsidetheoutercircle.Themaximum
is shownby the
light curve.
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coefficients

are

correlated.

Thus

the

associated

corre-

constructed by averaging over all vectors y(t) for which the
associatedindicesfall into a given class.
For a Gaussian processthe resulting composite patterns are
independent of the choice of d and are identical to the associated correlation patterns (for the corresponding complex
phase angle). The use of eight classesin this caseis redundant,
since the patterns can be defined by only two components.
For a nonlinear, intermittent process,however, the composite
patterns differ from the correlation patterns and tend to emphasize the structures associatedwith stronger events. The
composite patterns can also reveal 180ø phase asymmetries
and other non-Gaussian features not detected by the corre-

lation pattern qncannotnormally be constructedalone from
the real and imaginarycomponents
of the pattern(an*y), but
consistsof a linear superposition
of the patterns(al*y) involving all POP coefficients.
However, in the applications in the present paper we will be
concerned with fields containing only a single dominant complex conjugate POP pair,
x(t) = a(t)p + a*(t)p* + n(t)

(18)

In this case,(16) reduces to the form

lation method.

(lal2)(a*y) - (a*2)(ay)

q= (a,a)2_ (a2)(a,2)

(19)

representing a linear combination of the real and imaginary
components of (a*y)/(a*a).
It should be noted that the complex pattern q cannot in
generalbe obtained by a straightforwardrotation in the complex plane of the complexpattern (a'y), but consistsof some
linear combinations of the real and imaginary components of
(a'y). In the specialcasein which the generationof the POP

3.

THE MODEL SIMULATION AND FIELDS SELECTED
FOR ANALYSIS

The data setsusedfor the POP and associatepattern analysis were taken from the weekly mean time seriesof standard
atmosphericvariables generatedin a 10-year climate simulation with the ECMWF T21 GeM. The numerical experiment
was carried out jointly by the Meteorological Institute of the

pair is isotropicin the complexplane, however,((a*) 2) =
University of Hamburg and the Max Planck Institute of Me(a 2) = 0 (sincetheseproductsare not invariant with respect
to rotations), and q - (a'y).
The distinction between a "primary" vector process x(t)
which determines the POPs and a "secondary" vector process
y(t) for which associatedpatterns are then derived may be
regarded as a little artificial. The systemsx, y could have been
combined into a single process and the POPs determined
simultaneouslyfor the complete system. A greater weighting
of the system x relative to y, if desired, can be achieved by a
suitable choice of the metric defining the quadratic form which
is to be minimized. The y components of the resulting POP
patterns for the combined analysiscan be shown to be closely
related to the associatedcorrelation patterns consideredhere.
The

main

difference

between

the two methods

is that

in the

combined POP analysis the representation of the field y is
optimized with respect to the variance of the time derivative
dy/dt, rather than y itself.The latter is perhapspreferableif the
evolution of the systemis assumedto be controlled primarily
by the systemx(t) and the systemy(t) does indeed play only
the role of a passive"associated"field.
Associated compositepatterns. The construction of composite patterns with respectto externally prescribedindicesis
a technique which has been widely used in atmospheric and
oceanic research. In our application of the method we limit
the analysisto a singlecomplex conjugatePOP pair.
The input indices are derived from the bivariate time series
of the complex coefficienta(t) of the POP pair. Specifically,we
take as our two indicesthe modulus L(t) and the phase5(t) of
a(t), a(t) = L(t) exp Jig(t)]. We divide the complex plane into a

set of eight regions(index classes),K•, K2, ..., K 8, representing eight 45ø angular segmentsfor the phase angle 5, beginning with the region K•: --45ø/2 < 5 < +45ø/2. Each segment is bounded on the inside by a lower bound limitation on
the magnitude of L,

teorology in Hamburg. The boundary conditionscorresponded to the climatological annual cycle, with no interannual
anomaly forcing. The simulation reproducesmost of the basic
featuresof the generalcirculation of the atmosphere[cf. Fischer, 1987].
The POP analysiswas carried out for the 200-hPa velocity
potential field along the equator, averaged meridionally between 5øN and 5øS.The velocity potential was chosen,rather
than the wind componentsor the outgoing long-wave radiation, for example,sincethe divergentcomponentof the wind,
weightedtoward small wave numbersthrough the use of the
potential function, emphasises the Kelvin wave structure
which we anticipate in this region [Lorenc, 1984]. The restriction to the equatorial band was similarly motivated (and
also limited the numeralscopeof the computations).
The time seriesy(t) for which the associatedpatterns were
computed cover the global tropics from 30øN to 30øS,in contrast to the equatorial time seriesx(t) used to define the POPs.
Prior to the POP analysis,a standard cross-spectralanalysis was carried out for a few typical locations. Figures 3a-3c
show the variance,coherence,and phase spectrafor a pair of
locations in the west Pacific (150øE) and the east Pacific
(100øW). Because of the stronger convective activity in the
western Pacific, the 200-hPa variance is almost an order of

magnitude greater in the west Pacific (Figure 3a, solid curve)
than in the east Pacific (dashed curve). Both spectra exhibit
dominant annual and semiannualcycles,while the interannual
variance is small, presumably becausethe prescribedclimatological sea surfacetemperature(SST) contained no variability
in these time scales.

whereat• = (L 2 - (L)2) TMis the standarddeviationof L and

The variance distribution on intraseasonaltime scalesappearswhite. A 30- to 60-day wave is not immediatelydiscernible as a peak in the variance spectra. However, the increased
levels of the coherencespectra(Figure 3b) for periods shorter
than 60 days indicate that a signal characterizedby a large
spatial scale exists in this frequency band. The out-of-phase
relationship between 150øE and 100øW (Figure 3c, heavy

we have (arbitrarily) set the coefficientd = 0.8.
The set of compositepatterns for the set of classesare then

curve) implies a characteristic half-wavelength scale of order
100ø longitude, while the 180ø phase difference between the

L > (L) + da•.

(20)
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cluding questions such as the significanceand degeneracy of
the EOF patterns, are not relevant in the present context,
sincewe are concerned only with the net spacespanned by the
reduced representation.
All of the POPs of the reduced 10-dimensionalsystemwere

I

o

'•--

150 E, 200 h Pa

•>1012

complex,i.e.,we obtainedfive pairs of complexpatternspk=

p• + ip2t',k = 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 (k = 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 referto
the complex conjugate patterns).
All but the first pair of POPs have characteristic e-folding
times less than 1 week (cfi Table 1). The variance of the coef-

ficientsof thispair is alsothe largest'•al(t)2• = (12.95x 106
m2 s-1)2 and •a2(t)2} -- (14.31x 106m2 s-1)2,wherethe real

b

and imaginary components of the patterns are orthogonal and
are normalized, such that

0.4

99.0

Pl

95.0

2q-

P2

2=•

[pl2(j) + p22(j)] = 1

(21)

j=l

the sum being taken over all grid points j along the equator.
The first POP pair explains 60% of the total variance in the
spectral band for 3-10 weeks. The ratios of the real and the

0

imaginarycomponents
are IIP•112/llp21{
2 - 1.6.Thusthe gener-

36O

ation is fairly isotropic (to within 10%), but the magnitudes of
the two patterns differ significantly (by 60%). We shall consider only this pair p•, P2 in the following (and omit the index
180
k=•).
The orthogonal patternsp• and P2, normalized accordingto
(7)-(9) and (21) are shown in Figure 4a. Both exhibit a similar
wave number 1 spatial structure, with a phase shift of order
90ø, corresponding to an eastward propagating disturbance.
1year 1/2Year 100
50
20 days
However, the patterns are not exactly sinusoidal, as required
Fig. 3. Cross-spectralanalysis of equatorial velocity potential. (a) for pure propagation without distortion. In a period of 24
Upper tropospheric variance spectra at 150øE and 100øW. (b) Coherdays the patterns propagate once around the globe but, beence squared between upper and lower tropospheric velocity potential
cause of the relatively short e-folding decay time of 10 days,
at 150•E (light curve) and between 200-hPa velocity potential at
150øE and at 100øW (heavy curve). The dashed curves represent the individual wave events are damped out before the distur95 and 99% confidence limits. (c) Phase spectra corresponding to banceshave propagated more than half a wavelength.
Figure 3b.
The gradual transition Pl --'}P2--* --Pl --• --P2 '--}Pl may be
identified with an eastward displacementof the whole pattern.
The maximum, which is initially located slightly to the west of
the dateline, moves smoothly to a position slightly east of the
upper and lower level velocity potential (Figure 3c, light
dateline within about 6 days, when P2 has become dominant.
curve) is suggestiveof deep convection processes.
After 12 days a -Pl pattern has evolved, with a maximum at
Since we were interested in this study in the time scale of a
about 60øW. Finally, 18 days after starting our hypothetical
few weeks, all time serieswere high-pass filtered to suppress
cycle, a P2 pattern is found, with a maximum at about 90øE,
the dominant seasonalcycle. The filter function was set to 1
but the entire system has been attenuated at this time by the
for time scales of 2-8 weeks and to 0 for time scales larger
factor exp (-- 18/10) = 1/6.
than 10 weeks, with the transition region of 8-10 weeks being
For interest we also show in Figure 4b the patterns obrepresented by a smooth (quarter-wave) cosine function
tained by the alternative normalization (10)-(12). These pat(waves shorter than 2 weeks are not resolved by the weekly
terns are no longer spatially orthogonal, but are forced by
data series).This filter proved relatively effective in removing
statistically orthogonal noise. The standard deviation of the
secondary maxima in the representation of singular events,
such as a pulse, in the time domain. The results are relatively
_

200•850

•

-

h Pa

!200
hPa

V150E/100.
,,,,, , , 7,

insensitive to the details of the filter chosen.
4.

4.1.

TABLE

RESULTS

POP Analysis

Number of

Before carrying out the POP analysis of the high-pass filtered equatorial velocity potential at 200 hPa, the data were
expandedin an EOF series.The expansionwas truncated after
10 terms. The truncated

1. Characteristics of POPs of High-Pass Filtered
Equatorial Velocity Potential at 200 hPa

series retained

more

than

95%

of the

(high-pass filtered) variance. The purpose of the EOF expansion was to remove small-scalenoise and to reduce the
dimension of the system. Details of the EOF expansion, in-

T•,

r•,

k

weeks

weeks

1/2
3/4
5/6
7/8
9/10

3.4
2.1
2.1
2.4
2.8

1.5
0.8
O.6
0.7
0.5

T•, period; rt = e-folding time.
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Fig. 4. Spatialstructure
of firstPOP pair,px+ iP2.Therealpart,
p•, is denoted
by thelightcurve,theimaginary
component,
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heavycurve.(a) Normalizationaccordingto equations
(7)-(9) with
orthogonal
patternsp• andP2.(b)Normalization
according
to equations(10)-(12)with
statistical
independent
forcingr2andr2.
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•
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noiseactingon p• andP2is 18.6x 106 m2 s-• and 17.3x 106

m2 s-•, respectively.
Thetworepresentations
differonlywith
respectto the choiceof the referencephase0 in the complex

plane.The phasedifference
is 77ø.The largerpatternp• is not
stronglyaffectedby the transformation,but the smallerpattern P2 clearlyreceivesa significantadmixtureof p• in transforming to the orthogonalforcing referencesystem.In the
following,we limit ourselvesto the orthogonalnomalization
(7)-(9).

PERIOD

[weeks

Fig. 5. Cross-spectral
analysis
of POP coefficient
timeseries
a•(t)
and a2(t) for the POPs p• and P2, shownin Figure 4a. The lowfrequencycutoffat about 10 weeksis due to filtering.The vertical
dashedlineindicates
the POP oscillation
periodof 24 days.

tion probability in the bin As = 90ø correspondsto a rate of
changeof the phaseangleof co= 90ø/1week= 360ø/4weeks.
Allowingfor the rather coarseresolutionand the spreadof the
the cross-spectral
analysisof the time seriesa•(t) and a2(t), distribution (which actually yields a lower mean period than
shownin Figure 5. The spectrashowan approximatelyequal the period of the maximal probability bin), the period of 4
distributionof variance(in accordance
with theapproximately weeksestimatedin this manner is consistentwith the period of
isotropic forcing),a constant phase differenceof -90 ø, and a 3.4 weeks listed in Table 1. The spread of the distribution is
significantcoherencethroughoutthe period rangebetween3 also consistentwith the relatively large damping of the osciland 8 weeks.The POP pair P•/P2 thereforeappearsto be lation, which correspondsto a rather broad spectral distrirepresentativeof the intraseasonalvariability in a rather bution (cf. Figure 5). It is encouragingthat Figure 6 showsa
broad frequencyband.
reasonablysmooth distribution,with no outliers at very high
Anotherway of testingwhethera rotationbetweenthe pat- or low values, which would indicate a breakdown of the
ternsin the complexplaneis reallytakingplaceis to compute model for certain events.
the histogramof the changesAs in phaseangle•(t) - tan-1
For comparison,we also analyzedthe data with the com(al/a2) of the complexcoefficienta = a1 + ia2 betweenone plex EOF technique[Hotel, 1984] and obtainedvery similar
time level and the next, As = •(t + 1) -- •(t). Figure 6 shows patterns (not shown).
the resulting distribution of As, based on a discretization of
Sincethe varianceof the 30- to 60-day velocitypotential
the phaseangleof 45ø.(This discretizationcorresponds
to the waves observed in the atmosphere is known to be conindexclasses
usedon the composite
associate
patternanalysis centratedin zonal wave number 1, we also performeda standiscussed
in section2.4, and the transitionprobabilitieswere dard wave number-frequencyanalysis.Almost all of the variactuallycomputedfromthe transitions
betweenindexclasses.) ancewasindeedconcentratedat zonal wavenumber1. Using
For a time discretization At = 1 week, the maximum transi- Hayashi's[1982] techniquefor the decompositioninto stand-

The theoreticalforced damped oscillatorpropertiesof the
complexPOP coefficient
a(t) = a•(t) + ia2(t) are confirmedby
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associatedpatternsof additional fields,therebyobtainingfur-

40*/,-

_

-

-

ther insight into the structure of the model's 30- to 60-day
wave.

4.2. Associated Patterns of Tropical
Upper Air Parameters

20*/,
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O'

2

90'

3
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180'

5

6

7

270*

Fig. 6. Histogramof phasechangesAs occurringin the time incrementAt = 1 week(constructed
from transitionsbetween45ø discrete phaseangle index classes).

Using the time series of the complex POP coefficient a(t),
associatedcorrelation and composite patterns were constructed for the 200- and 850-hPa velocity potential X and the
200-hPa stream function W for the tropical region between
30øN and 30øS.

The associatedcomposite patterns of the 200-hPa tropical
velocity potential, shown in Figure 9 as a pseudo-Hovmoller
diagram, represent means of eight to 12 events. They reproduce the POPs along the equator (as, of course, they must,
since the POPs

themselves

are derived

from

the 200-hPa

ve-

ing and traveling waves, it was found that the eastward trav- locity potential along the equator). Away from equator the
eling wavesclearly dominate over the standingand westward amplitude of the associated pattern decreases.The largely
travelingwaveson time scalesof a few weeks(Figure7). (Hay- zonal structures are probably the result of annual averaging;
ashi'stechniquemust be applied with some caution, sincethe individual seasonswould presumably show stronger meridio•o, k Fourier componentscannot generallybe linearly trans- nal features [Madden, 1986; Knutson and Weickmann, 1987].
formed into statisticallyorthogonal standing and traveling
The maximum in the categoryK• composite(a• maximum
wave components[cfi Lukschet al., 1987].
positive'a2 closeto zero)is 4-5 x 106 m2 s-•, but the mini-

Eastward propagating waves can also be recognizedvis- mum in the 180ø phase-shiftedK 5 composite(a• maximum,
ually in the high-passfilteredtime-longitude(Hovmoller)dia- negative'a2 closeto zero) is --7 x 106 m2 s-•. The asym-

gram (Figure 8a) showingthe evolution of the 200-hPa velocity potential from April through December during the first

metry indicates that the CISK-supported upper air divergence
is stronger than the upper air convergence associated with

model year. Two episodesof relativelystrongwave activity
can be observedin this period, beginningin August and October, respectively.The origin of the waves is located in the
Indonesianregion, where the variability generallyis largest.
Following a fairly long period of irregular behavior(AprilJuly),the first event,consistingof a strongnegativeanomaly
over Indonesia associatedwith upper level outflow and enhancedconvection,developsin the first half of August.During

subsidence.

In Figure 10a the longitudinal location of the equatorial
maxima and minima in the seriesof K i composites(Figure 9)
is shown as a function of category index i. From this diagram,
propagation velocities are derived and are shown in Figure
10b as dashed curves.The disturbancestravel rapidly, at more
than 30 m s-• over the eastern Pacific, the Atlantic, and the

the following month, the disturbance travels eastward across

America, and Africa, the propagation velocities are generally

Indian Oceans. Over the western Pacific and Indonesia, South

the Pacific,while decreasingin amplitude.
lessthan 15 m s-2. There is a tendencyfor larger velocitiesto
The secondepisodeoccursin late October, with somewhat occur in the western hemisphere.This is consistent with the
lessintensity.After crossingthe Pacificthe wave appearsto zonal variation of the phase velocity found by Madden and
receive a second forcing pulse over South America and is thus

Julian [1972] in station data and by Knutson et al. [1986] in

able to propagatearound the globe back into the original an observed 250-hPa tropical zonal wind time series. The
forcing region, where it is reinforcedagain at the end of No- propagation velocities in their analyses varied between 6 m
vember.The wave generationthen appearsto be interrupted s-• (60ø-160øE)and 15 m s-• (160øE-0ø).This effectmay be
for a time, but it recoversagain late in December, when a
disturbance again crossesthe Pacific.

partly due to a Doppler shift causedby the background flow,
which is westerly on the average but easterly in the Indian

Figure 8b showsthe corresponding
Hovmoller diagramfor
the filtered field containing only the contributions from the
first POP pair. It is evidentthat the eventsshownin Figure8a
do actually coincide with an amplification of the first POP

Ocean

and in the Western

Pacific.

An interesting feature is the amplification over Indonesia,
which is seen to occur simultaneously with a decreasein the

pair.

An inspectionof the Hovmollerdiagramfor the complete
10-year time series(not shown)indicatesthat the examples
discussedare representativeof the overall model behavior,
althoughdifferenteventsneverevolveidentically.In general,
the occurrence of these Kelvin-type waves seems to be
random, rather than coupled to certain seasons,as found also

by Madden [1986] and Knutsonand Weickmann[1987] in

,,

-- -- Westward
--- Eastward

101

•

Standing

1ø1ø

observations.

In general,the propertiesof the wavesoccurringin the T21
model,asinferredfrom the equatorial200-hPavelocitypotential, appear to be qualitatively similar to thoseobservedin the
30- to 60-day period range. In subsection4.2, we consider the

108•

iii

1year 1/2year 100

I i

i

50

i

I

I

20 da,ts

Fig. 7. Variance spectra attributed to westward and eastward traveling wavesand standingwavesfor zonal wave number 1.
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Fig. 8. Hovmollerdiagramof equatorial200-hPavelocitypotentialin thespectralband2-8 weeksfor thefirstyearof
integration.Dark shadedareasindicatenegativeeventssmallerthan -3 x 106 m2 s-•; light shadedareasindicate

positive
events
greaterthan3 x 106 m2 s-•. (a)Originaldata,i.e.,x(t).(b)Projection
of originaldataontofirstPOP pair,
i.e.,a•(t)p• + a2(t)p2.

propagation velocity (minimum values of less than 10 m s- •'

correspondsrather closelyto the ratio of the index classmean

seeFigure 10b).This area has beenidentifiedas a regionof
1986]. The present model result is consistent with results

amplitudeto thetruemeanamplitude,asexpected.
The analysisof the 850-hPavelocitypotentialyieldsthe
sameassociatedcorrelationpatterns(not shown),but with

derivedfrom observationsby Madden and Julian [1972] and

oppositesigns.In particular,no significantvertical tilt of the

maximum heating in the annual mean [Brunsand von Storch,

Madden [1986].

velocitypotentialis found,so that the low- and high-level
Figure 11 showsthe two associatedcorrelationpatterns divergent
flowsappearalmostexactlyout of phase.
q•X, q2x for the 200-hPavelocitypotentialX. Theyexhibit The maximumvaluesof the associated
velocitypotential
essentiallythe samepropagationfeaturesalreadyseenin the correlation patterns are of order 1 x 106 m 2 s-• at both
compositesequence
(Figure9). The patternsshownin Figures levels.The explainedvarianceis generally40% or somewhat
11, 12, and 15-16 have been multiplied with the standard smaller,with maximumvaluesnear65% at the equator.The
deviations
of the POP coefficients
a•(t) and a2(t),respectively,maximum anomaliesare of order 7 x 106 m2 s-•, which is
in order to show not only the patterns,but also the character- significantlylarger than the maximal interannual anomaliesof

isticamplitude.Sincethecomposites
areconstructed
fromepisodesfor which the coefficientamplitudesL(t) exceedthe
mean by at least0.8 standarddeviations(cf. section2.4), one
obtains systematicallylarger magnitudesfor the composite
patternsthan for the associatedcorrelationpatterns,which

the model,of about4 x 106m2 s- • [BrunsandyonStorch,
1986].

Lau and Lau [1986], and Knutsonand Weickrnann
[1987]
found patternssimilar to the associated
patternsdiscussed
herein Geophysical
Fluid DynamicsLaboratoryGCM simu-

are calculatedfrom all states.The ratio of the magnitudesof lationsand in the NationalMeteorological
Centeranalyses,
the associatedand correlation patterns is of order 2, which respectively,
usingan EOF/compositeanalysismethod.
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Fig. 9. CompositesK i of tropical 200-hPa velocitypotential.The ith panel (from top) showscompositeK i. The
orderingof the compositesyieldsa compositeHovmoller diagram,sinceincreasingphaseanglecorresponds
to increasing
time. Units are 10 m 2 s- x

In the case of the 200-hPa stream function W, the sequence equator and reaches maximum values of 10-20% at 15øN and
of the associated composite patterns (not shown) and corre- 15øS.

lationpatternsq•,e,q•,e(Figure12)are very similar.Zonally,
the patterns are dominated by a wave number 1 scale flow,
which straddles the equator symmetrically. The two patterns
are almost perfectly phase shifted and have the same "quadrupole" form. The velocity field associated with this pattern is
almost completely zonal, with no cross-equatorial flow. If the
extremes of the velocity potential in Figure 11 are identified
with the extremes of the anomalous forcing of the equatorial
troposphere,we find phase reversalsof the stream function at
the maxima and minima of the anomalous equatorial forcing.
This is in accordancewith the relationship between the velocity potential and the stream function of an equatorially

We note again that the almost perfect symmetry of the
patternsfound in our analysesabout the equatoris probably
due to the fact that we have not distinguishedbetween seasons.Asymmetriesmay be expectedto occur in different seasons [Madden, 1986; Knutson and Weickmann,1987], but
thesewill tend to averageout in forming the annual mean.
4.3.

Associated

Correlation

Patterns

of Surface Data

It has been speculated that the 30- to 60-day wave may be
the random process triggering the development of the warm
trapped Kelvin wave [cf. Hendon,1986]. The q•,e pattern and cold events of the Southern Oscillation. It is thus of parstrongly resembles the schematic diagram given by Weick- ticular interest to investigate further the properties of the POP
mann et al. ['1985, p. 952].
waves with respect to the associated surface wind, sea level
The explained variance is generally less than 5% on the pressure, and precipitation patterns. For the sake of brevity
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strongly reminiscent of Matsuno's [1966] and Gill's [1980]
simplified linear solutions of the responseof the tropical atmosphere'spressureto stationary diabatic heating. The response
pattern consists of a downstream equatorial trough (Kelvin
wave response)and two off-equatorial cyclones(Rossby wave
response)slightly to the west of the maximum of the forcing
anomaly (Figure 11). Cooling generatesa pattern of opposite
sign. The fact that equatorial SLP leads the subtropical SLP
at the same longitude has been noted previously in atmospheric observations by Madden and Julian [1972] and in
GCM data by Lau and Lau [-1986].
The associatedcorrelation patterns of SLP and the 200-hPa
stream function appear quite different. However, they are con-
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In the northern

hemisphere,where the Coriolis parameterf is positive, negative SLP anomalies are found together with positive stream
function anomalies, while in the southern hemisphere,wheref
is negative,the two types of anomalies have the same sign. On
the equator, where f vanishes, the direction of the low-level
flow is oppositeto that at the upper level.
The GCM 30- to 60-day wave is associatedwith a highfrequency Southern Oscillation index, as shown in Figure 14.
During strong episodes(identified in the composites),SO indices of order --1 hPa can be found. This may be compared
with a winter mean Southern Oscillation anomaly of --2 hPa,
which was simulated by the GCM when forced by the observed extreme 1982/1983 E1 Nifio SST anomaly in the equatorial Pacific (E. Kirk, personalcommunication, 1987).
The explained variance has maximum values along the
equator ranging from 8% east of Indonesia to 16% for East
Africa. Off the equator the explained variance is generallyless
Surfacewind. A significantsignal is found in the associated
correlation pattern q•", q2U of the zonal wind component
(Figure 15) but not in the meridional component (not shown).
Although seenlessclearly in the POP Px pattern than in the
p: pattern, the centers of the maximal surface zonal wind

-/,0

-VE LO.,•rl
TY-...
•-

8

baroclinic

than 4%.

_-PROP•

INDONESIA

an overall

?

8
K'

anomalies(maximumvalues •0.5 m s-•) appear to be conFig. 10. (a) Propagation along the equator of maxima and nected with maximal gradients of the velocity potential anomminima of K i compositesshownin Figure 9. Horizontal axis indicates
index i of categoriesKi; verticalaxis showslongitude.(b) Phaseveloc- alies.(Maximum valuesin the compositepatterns are typically
ity (in meters per second)and strength of (top) minima and (bottom) 1 m s-X).

maxima(106 m2 s- •) asfunctionof classKi.

lation patterns only.
Sea level pressure. The associated correlation patterns of

The zonal wind component pattern is generally consistent
with the Gill-type response described earlier, with surface
westerlies east of the forcing region in the case of cooling.
However, the detailed structure of the GCM 10-m wind field
exhibits only a weak similarity with the theoretical wind field.

sea level pressure (SLP) qxSLP
, q2SLP
shownin Figure 13 are

This is perhapsto be expected,sincethe boundarylayer 10-m

we limit

the discussion

in this section

to the associated

corre-

o
30øS

0ø
90OE
180 ø
90øW
0ø
Fig. 11. (Top) Associated
patternsq•X and (bottom)p2x of 200-hPatropicalvelocitypotential.The patternsare
normalized
by the standarddeviationof a•(t) and a2(t),respectively,
and are in unitsof l0 s m• s-•. The patternp•X
corresponds
to theK• (andKs)composite
(ofFigure9),thepatternq•X corresponds
to the K 3 (and K?) composite.
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Fig. 12. Associated
patterns
q•' andq2't'for200-hPastream
function,
withsamenormalization
andunitsasFigure11.

wind is strongly influenced by local properties, such as the
land-seadistribution and orography.
The explainedvarianceis about 4-8% along the equator in

to 180øE,with maximum negativevaluesof 6 mm day- • occurring in the region 150ø-180øEand maximum positive
valuesof 4 mm day- • at 110øE.

the Pacific for the zonal wind but no more than 1% for the
A comparison of the GCM annual mean rainfall distrimeridional component.The fact that we have not stratified the bution with the associatedcorrelation velocity potential and
data with respect to seasonmay have been a contributing precipitation patterns revealsthat the strongestsignalsoccur
factor to the rather low explained variance value [cf. Madden, in the Indonesia-Western Pacific area, where maximum rain1986].
fall also occursin the GCM climatology.
Precipitation. The associated correlation patterns of conInterestingly,the slowesteastward migration (Figure 10)
vective rainfall are noisier still than the surfacewind patterns, takesplacein regionswherethe extremevaluesof the precipiand the explained varianceis correspondinglysmall (2%). Pre- tation and velocitypotential patternsare in the sameposition,
sumably, this is related to the high-frequencyvariability and while the propagationis relativelyfast in regionswhere they
the small spatial scaleof tropical precipitation.
are displaced relatively to each other. An examination of the

Nevertheless,the associatedcorrelationpatternsq•,r and associatedq2 patterns of sea level pressure(Figure 13) and
q2•'r, shown in Figure 16, appear reasonably well defined. The

zonal surfacewind (Figure 15) revealssignificantanomaliesat
latitudes 120ø-180øEwhich are also not related in phaseto
(Figure 4a) are associatedwith a maximum and a minimum of the velocity potential P2 pattern. Knutson and Weickmann
the rainfall pattern q•'•. The signal is significantlystronger [1987] found a similar dependenceof the relationshipbetween
over Indonesia than over easternSouth America. In the pat- the tropical heating and velocity potential in their investitern p2 (Figure 4a), however,the extremesof the velocity po- gationsof outgoinglong-waveradiation usingobserveddata.
tential anomaly are not at exactly the same positions as the
5.
CONCLUSIONS
extremesfor the rainfall pattern q2•'•. Positive velocity potential anomalies are found east of 140øE, with maximum values
Intraseasonal oscillations found in the tropical ECMWF
east of the dateline, while negative anomalies are largest at T21 GCM atmosphere have been analyzed by a new tech90øE. The associatedpatterns of precipitation, on the other nique using principal oscillationpatterns.The POP analysis
hand, are confined to the eastern hemisphere,from about 60ø identifiesan eastwardtraveling,damped wave number 1 type

minimum and maximumof the velocitypotential pattern p•

sip

q•

o

30ON

sip

q2

o
300S

0ø

90øE

180 ø

90øW

0ø

Fig. 13. (Top) Responseof a linearizedtropical atmosphereto equatorial forcing.The forcing area is shaded[from

Gill, 1980].(Bottomtwo panels)Associated
patternsqxSLe
and q2sLefor sealevelpressure.
Normalizationasin Figure11,
with unitsof hectopascals.
Note that the signsin the top and bottom two diagramsare reversed.
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DOMINANT

Compositeshave the advantage that they are able to identify
phase asymmetries,intermittency, and other non-Gausian features. The associated correlation pattern technique, on the
other hand, produces a more condensed representation in
terms of only two diagrams and is more consistent with the
original POP analysisbasedon secondmoments only.

POP

[hPa]
1

-1-

-SO
INDEX
DARWIN - TAHITI
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I

I

I

81234. 567t1
COMPOSITE

NUMBER

Fig. 14. SO index calculatedfrom associatedcomposite(open circles)and correlation (solid circles)patterns of sea level pressure.The
SO index is defined as the sea level pressuredifference Tahiti minus
Darwin.

The associate pattern analysis of the fields of 200- and 850hPa tropical velocity potential, 200-hPa stream function, sea
level pressure, 10-m wind, and convective rainfall yielded the
following results'
1. The GCM 30- to 60-day wave is not limited to the
equator, but extends over the entire tropical region. At the
200-hPa level, both the velocity potential and the stream function exhibit well-organized zonal wave number 1 patterns,
which are almost perfectly 90ø out of phase.This property has
been noted by Hendon [1986] for the velocity potential and
stream function of an equatorially trapped Kelvin wave for a
linearized equatorial /?-plane shallow water model [cfi Matsuno, 1966]. The stream function pattern is also in accordance
with Knutson and Weickmann's[1987] analysis of observed
data. The disturbancetravels with an eastward phase velocity

of more than 20 m s-• over most of the globaltropics,but it
slowsdown over areas with significant precipitation (Indonesia, South America, Africa). Increasing(decreasing)propagation
speed is accompaniedby decreasing(increasing)wave ampli-

pattern with maximum variance in the Western Pacific- tudes.
2. At the surface a significant signal is found in the sea
Indonesian region, strongly resembling the 30- to 60-day
waves observed in the atmosphere. The wave occurs over a level pressure and the zonal component of 10-m wind. No
fairly wide range of periodsin the spectrum.The mean POP regular space-time structure is found in the meridional 10-m
period of 24 days is smallerthan that found in the observa- wind component. This may be due to the lack of seasonal
tions, but it is consistentwith the results of other GCM simu-

stratification. The spatial pattern of the signal is consistent
with Gill's [1980] study of the responseof the tropical atmoThe results derived from the POP analysis are consistent sphere to stationary equatorial forcing using a linear, equawith those obtained from a frequency-wave number variance torial/?-plane model.
lations.

3.

analysis,but they containmore information.An advantageof
the POP method is that the pattern structure and form of
propagation need not be specifieda priori. The analysisyields
the dominant oscillation patterns with associatedfrequencies,
damping rates, and propagation propertiesas a singleentity.
Using standardFourier analysistechniques,a superpositionof
many phase-correlatedcomponentswould be required to provide the same information.

To clarify the detailed physical characteristicsof the GCM
tropical 30- to 60-day wave first identified through a POP
analysis of the equatorial 200-hPa velocity potential, further
fields were analyzed in terms of their associatedcorrelation
and composite patterns. The correlation and composite pattern techniques yield approximately the same information.

There

is some indication

of a relation

between

o

30øN
u

o
30øS

0ø

90øE

the am-

plitude, speed of propagation, and phase of the associated
patterns for the 200-hPa velocity potential and rainfall.
During the stage in which the wave propagates slowly, its
amplitude is high, and the rainfall and velocity potential are in
phase, with a maximum over Indonesia. After a quarter of a
period, the rainfall and velocity potential are no longer in
phase, the spatial disturbance propagates more rapidly, and
the amplitude has decreased.
It would be interestingto clarify theoretically why the propagation velocity and wave amplitude vary simultaneously and
whether a causal relationship exists between the amplification
and deceleration of the GCM 30- to 60-day wave on the one
hand and the phase correlation of the upper air velocity po-

180 ø

90øW

0ø

Fig. 15. Associatedpatterns q•Uand q2u for surfacezonal wind. Normalization as in Figure 11, with units of metersper
second.
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Fig. 16. Associated
patternsql prand q2prfor convectiverainfall.Areaswith rainfallexceeding2 mm day-• are hatched.
Normalization as in Figure 11, with units of millimetersper day.

tential and rainfall patterns on the other hand, and, converse-

ly, betweenthe accelerationand dampingof the wave and the
lack of phasecorrelationbetweenthe velocity potential and
rainfall.

As a possibleexplanation,we suggestthat the equatorial
30- to 60-day wave is essentiallya Kelvin wave, which can
occur either as a forced wave or as a freely propagating wave.
The forced time interval corresponds to periods when the
minimum of the velocity potential lies in areas of maximum
precipitation and the p• pattern is dominant. The forcing
slowsdown the eastwardmigration, is associatedwith a high
wave amplitude, and is accompaniedby a longitudinally
stationary rainfall anomaly. After the wave has propagated
out of the area of maximum mean precipitation, the forcing
and wave extrema are no longer in phase, and the wave is
transformed to an almost free wave. The wave decays, and its

phasespeedincreases.This stageis characterizedby the pattern P2.
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